
 

 

Dear Literacy Hero Awards Jury, 

 

Thank you so much for your efforts towards promoting Literacy. This is my heartfelt appreciation to you 

and the organization in choosing to recognize selfless humans working towards the bright future of 

everyone they work with – adults and children alike.  

Sandhya S. Gollamudi, is one such individual who has chosen Literacy and Quality Education as her 

weapons in the fight against poverty. Having seen both ends of the coin with suddenly being pushed 

into poverty from a privileged social status, Sandhya’s education led her out of her dire financial 

situation with her head held high. She has since then chosen to help the likes of her and especially 

children who for no fault of theirs have to compromise with life from a very young age, all because of 

being part of a below poverty household. 

Sandhya is a deserving candidate to be called a Literacy Hero. She works with tribal and rural children in 

bringing opportunities closer to them.  In founding an organization solely focused on Empowering thru 

Education, Sandhya paved way to a bright future for thousands of children and their families. Sandhya is 

equally good at motivating everyone to fall in step with her to reach many more children. A poetess 

herself, she uses it to promote awareness about giving back to society. She believes in reading being an 

integral part of a child’s day & life, she started 60 school libraries and supports 42 schools in Telangana 

and Andhra Pradesh. 4200 children benefit from it. 

Sandhya shows children, our children, that someone is there for them, someone they might even not 

know and will never meet them every single day and that’s powerful! She possibly started the cycle of 

giving for others; maybe a student will remember what it meant to get support and sees the value of 

financial assistance through a different lens and demonstrate his/her belief in education and move the 

Literacy mission forward.  

I take pride in recommending her for the Literacy Hero Award 2016. I wish you and all the nominees the 

very best.  

Please do not hesitate to reach out to me with questions, if any. 

 

Sincerely, 

Shyla Talluri 

Director, PURE 

People for Urban and Rural Education 

shyla@pureonline.org 

 


